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In this paper free vibrations of rotating cylindrical shells with both ends free are studied. The model used
also allows for considering a flexible foundation supporting the shell in the sense of a radial and circum-
ferential distributed stiffness. Furthermore, a circumferential tension (hoop stress) which may be due to
pressurisation or centrifugal forces is taken into account. Natural frequencies and mode shapes are deter-
mined exactly for both stationary shells and for shells rotating with a constant angular speed around the
cylinder axis. Trigonometric functions are assumed for the circumferential mode shape profiles, and a
sum of eight weighted exponential functions is assumed for the axial mode shape profiles. The functional
form of the axial profiles is shown to greatly vary with the roots of a characteristic bi-quartic polynomial
that occurs in the process of satisfying the equations of motion. In the previously published work it has
been very often assumed that the roots are two real, two imaginary, and two pairs of complex conjugates.
In the present study, a total of eight types of roots are shown to determine the whole set of mode shapes,
either for stationary or for rotating shells. The results using the developed analytical model are compared
with results of experimental studies and very good agreement is obtained. Also, a parametric study is car-
ried out where effects of the elastic foundation stiffnesses and the rotation speed are examined.
 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Dynamics of shells have been an active research topic for well
over a century. Some early works dating from the 19th century
[1–5], were followed by the developments in the 20th century
[6–19]. Many geometries occurring in various engineering struc-
tures can be seen as shells. Among these, circular cylindrical shells
form a particular class. It is often the case that a cylindrical shell
spins around its axis, which makes its dynamic behaviour more
complex. Rotating shell structures are found in engineering appli-
cations such as rotor systems of gas turbine engines, high-speed
centrifugal separators, rotating satellite structures, and automotive
tires, to name a few.
Early studies on rotating cylinders include the work of Bryan
[20] who studied vibrations of a rotating ring and described the
travelling modes phenomenon. Di Taranto and Lessen [21], and
also Srinivasan and Lauterbach [22] studied Coriolis and centrifu-gal effects on infinitely long rotating cylindrical shells. Zohar and
Aboudi [23], and also Saito and Endo [24] presented such investi-
gations on finite long rotating cylinders. Endo et al. [25] performed
an experimental study of flexural vibration of a thin rotating ring.
Padovan [26] studied the free vibration of rotating cylinders sub-
jected to pre-stress. Kim and Bolton also considered the effects of
rotation on the dynamics of a circular cylindrical shell [27]. They
suggested that the model may be used to predict the characteris-
tics of a rotating tire after performing a kinematic compensation
on the results of a stationary tire analysis. Huang and Soedel [28]
used the nonlinear strain displacement relationships of Herrmann
and Armenakas [29] and the corresponding set of equations of
motion for a spinning shell in the co-rotating reference frame.
The authors have solved the free and forced vibration problem
assuming simply supported boundary conditions (the so-called
shear diaphragm boundary conditions). This is a favourable type
of a boundary condition from a mathematical point of view. This
is because mode shape axial profiles do not exhibit a change of
their functional form. Thus simple sine or cosine functions of the
axial coordinate may be used [18,19,27–30]. The natural frequen-
cies can be calculated as roots of a characteristic polynomial, which
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shell spins at a constant speed, also the odd coefficients of the
polynomial occur. Thus in case of a non-rotating cylindrical shell
this bi-cubic polynomial has three pairs of roots where each pair
consists of a positive and a negative natural frequency having the
same absolute value. Physically this underlies the existence of
the backward and forward rotating modes that superimpose into
‘‘regular” vibration modes in case the cylinder is stationary. With
spinning cylinders the six natural frequencies have distinct abso-
lute values, and thus the rotating modes occur [28]. The three pairs
of positive and negative frequencies correspond to three types of
modes, which could be named bending modes, longitudinal modes,
and shear modes. This classification is based on whether the radial,
axial, or circumferential displacement component is the most
prominent in a particular vibration pattern.
In general, short expressions for calculating natural frequencies
of either rotating or stationary cylindrical shells are not possible if
no further simplifications or assumptions are made to reduce the
order of the characteristic polynomial [17,19,31–33]. For example,
the Donnel-Mushtari-Vlasov equation can yield a reasonably short
closed form expression for natural frequencies of a non-rotating
cylindrical shell provided that simply supported boundary condi-
tions are assumed [19].
However, in case of other boundary conditions the situation
complicates. Consequently a number of studies have also been
dedicated to vibration of cylindrical shells with other types of sim-
ple boundary conditions [34–37]. For example, Chung expressed
the displacements as product of Fourier series for the axial modal
displacements and trigonometric functions for the circumferential
modal displacements. The author used Stokes’ transformation to
obtain expressions for derivatives of the Fourier series [37]. Bound-
ary conditions such as free-free, clamped-free and clamped-
clamped are considered in the study. This methodology has been
recently extended by Sun et al. [38] to rotating cylindrical shells
including the effects of centrifugal and Coriolis forces and the ini-
tial hoop tension. Alternatively, the Rayleigh–Ritz method can be
employed to derive the frequency equations of rotating cylinders.
Utilising the Rayleigh–Ritz method, Sun et al. [39] took the charac-
teristic orthogonal polynomial series as the admissible functions
with classical homogeneous boundary conditions, or with more
general boundary conditions, by utilising artificial springs to simu-
late the elastic constraints imposed.
An exact approach to deal with other types of boundary condi-
tions has been used by Warburton [36]. He analysed the free vibra-
tion problem using Flügge equations and considered either both
ends clamped or both ends free of a non-rotating cylindrical shell.Ω
Fig. 1. The rotating cA number of mode shapes and natural frequencies were calculated
in [36] by assuming identical boundary conditions at the two ends
of the shell, and analysing separately symmetric and anti-
symmetric modes. The author considered the case where the roots
of the characteristic polynomial are of a particular form: two real,
two imaginary and four complex.
A complete analytical solution for free vibrations of a circular
cylindrical shell of finite length, supported by an elastic founda-
tion, having both ends free, either stationary or rotating, is given
in this paper. The equations of motion are based on the strain-
displacement relationships of Hermann and Armenakas [29]. It is
shown that it is necessary to consider eight types of roots of the
characteristic polynomial in order to derive eight types of mode
shapes. All types of modes may occur with both non-rotating and
spinning shells having free ends. For each mode shape type the
free-free boundary conditions are satisfied exactly. In order for
the boundary conditions to be satisfied, the determinant of the
boundary condition matrix must vanish. This fact is used to deter-
mine the natural frequencies of both stationary and rotating shells.
The paper is structured into five sections. The mathematical
model is developed in the second section. The free vibrations of
an example rotating shell are discussed in the third section. The
third section also contains a comparison of the analytical results
to results of different experimental studies. The fourth section is
dedicated to a parametric study where the effect on the natural fre-
quencies of different parameters of the model is studied. Appendix
to the paper contains various coefficients needed to shorten the
main expressions in the paper expressed as a function of the mate-
rial and geometrical shell parameters.
2. Mathematical model
The rotating cylindrical shell is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
Assuming the free vibration problem the equations of motion
are [28,29]:
Lx;uþqh @2@t2 Lx;v Lx;w
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The linear operators Lx;u, Lx;v , Lx;w, L/;u, L/;v , L/;w and Lz;u, Lz;v , Lz;w are:
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ylindrical shell.
Table 1
The coefficients Ar.
A0 k1;1;Ak2;2;Ak3;3;A  k1;1;Ak22;3;A
A2 ðk2;2;Ak3;3;B þ k2;2;Bk3;3;A  2k2;3;Ak2;3;BÞk1;1;A þ ðk3;3;Ak1;1;B  k21;3;BÞk2;2;Aþ
þ2k1;2;Bk1;3;Bk2;3;A  k21;2;Bk3;3;A  k1;1;Bk22;3;A
A4 ðk2;2;Ak3;3;C þ k2;2;Bk3;3;B  k22;3;BÞk1;1;A þ ð2k2;3;Ak2;3;B þ k2;2;Ak3;3;B
þk2;2;Bk3;3;AÞk1;1;B k21;3;Bk2;2;B þ 2k1;2;Bk1;3;Bk2;3;B  k21;2;Bk3;3;B
A6 ðk2;2;Ak3;3;C þ k2;2;Bk3;3;B  k22;3;BÞk1;1;B
þk3;3;Cðk1;1;Ak2;2;B  k21;2;BÞ
A8 k1;1;Bk2;2;Bk3;3;C
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where
a = shell radius,
h = shell thickness,
L = shell length,
p0 = inflation pressure,
u ¼ uðx;/; tÞ = axial displacement,
v ¼ vðx;/; tÞ = tangential displacement,
w ¼ wðx;/; tÞ = radial displacement,
x = axial coordinate,
/ = tangential coordinate,
z = radial coordinate,
l = Poisson’s ratio,
E = Young’s modulus,
q = mass density,
k/ = elastic foundation stiffness in the tangential direction,
kz = elastic foundation stiffness in the radial direction,
Nx;i = initial tension in the axial direction,
N/;i = initial tension in the tangential direction,
X = rotation speed,
D ¼ Eh312ð1l2Þ = bending stiffness, and
K ¼ Eh1l2 = membrane stiffness.
The initial tension in the tangential direction is given by [28]:
N/;i ¼ qha2X2 þ ap0; ð11Þ
where the first term is due to centrifugal forces and the second term
is due to the initial inflation pressure of the shell. Substituting:
u ¼ U0eaxa cos n/þxm;ntð Þ; ð12Þ
v ¼ V0eaxa sin n/þxm;ntð Þ; ð13Þ
w ¼W0eaxa cos n/þxm;ntð Þ; ð14Þwhere n is the circumferential mode number, and m is the axial
mode number, into the equations of motion (1), yields:
k1;1;Aþk1;1;Ba2 k1;2;Ba k1;3;Ba
symm: k2;2;Aþk2;2;Ba2 k2;3;Aþk2;3;Ba2
symm: symm: k3;3;Aþk3;3;Ba2þk3;3;Ca4
2
664
3
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U0
V0
W0
8><
>:
9>=
>;¼0;
ð15Þ
where
k1;1;A ¼ qhðx2  n2X2Þ  n
2p0
a
þ n
2Kðl 1Þ
2a2
; ð16Þ
k1;1;B ¼ K þ Nx;ia2 ; ð17Þ
k1;2;B ¼ Kð1þ lÞn2a2 ; ð18Þ
k1;3;B ¼ lKa2 ; ð19Þ
k2;2;A ¼ qhðn2X2 x2Þ þ k/ þ p0ð1þ n
2Þ
a
þ n
2K
a2
þ Dn
2
a4
; ð20Þ
k2;2;B ¼ Kðl 1Þ  2 Nx;i2a2 þ
Dðl 1Þ
2a4
; ð21Þ
k2;3;A ¼ 2 hqðnX2 xXÞ þ 2 np0a þ
nK
a2
þ Dn
3
a4
; ð22Þ
k2;3;B ¼ nDa4 ; ð23Þ
k3;3;A ¼ q hðn2X2 x2Þ þ kz þ p0ð1þ n
2Þ
a
þ K
a2
þ Dn
4
a4
; ð24Þ
k3;3;B ¼ a
2Nx;i  2Dn2
a4
; ð25Þ
k3;3;C ¼ Da4 : ð26Þ
The determinant of the matrix in Eq. (15) must vanish in order for
the equations of motion to be satisfied. Setting the determinant to
zero yields a biquartic polynomial in a:
A8a8 þ A6a6 þ A4a4 þ A2a2 þ A0 ¼ 0; ð27Þ
where the coefficients Ar in function of ki;j; are given in Table 1
below:
So there are eight roots of the polynomial and consequently the
radial component of the displacement can be expressed as:
w ¼WðxÞ cosðn/þxm;ntÞ; ð28Þ
Fig. 2. The five boundary force resultants.
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WðxÞ ¼
X8
r¼1
Bre
ar x
a ; ð29Þ
where Br , with r = 1, . . . ,8, are eight generally complex constants.
The roots of the polynomial (27) must be calculated at this stage
by assuming the frequency xm;n.
2.1. Case 1: two real, two imaginary and four complex roots
If the roots have the form a1;ic2;ðp iqÞ where a1; c2; p; q
are real and positive numbers [40], then the radial component of
the displacement is given by:
WðxÞ ¼ C1 cosh a1xa
 
þ C2 sinh a1xa
 
þ C3 cos c2xa
 
þ C4 sin c2xa
 
þ epxa C5 cosðqxa Þ þ C6 sin
qx
a
  
þ epxa C7 cos qxa
 
þ C8 sin qxa
  
; ð30Þ
where Cr are now real constants. From Eq. (15):
U0
W0
 
r
¼ k1;2k2;3  k1;3k2;2
k1;1k2;2  k21;2
; ð31Þ
and
V0
W0
 
r
¼ k1;2k1;3  k2;3k1;1
k1;1k2;2  k21;2
; ð32Þ
where k1;1 ¼ k1;1;A þ k1;1;Ba2, k1;2 ¼ k1;2;Ba, k1;3 ¼ k1;3;Ba, k2;2 ¼ k2;2;Aþ
k2;2;Ba2, k2;3 ¼ k2;3;A þ k2;3;Ba2 .
Substituting for each root ar into Eqs. (31) and (32), the expres-
sions for UðxÞ and VðxÞ can be represented as:
VðxÞ¼d1C1 cosh a1xa
 þd1C2 sinh a1xa þd3C3 cos c2 xa þd3C4 sin c2xa 
þepxa d5C5þd6C6ð Þcos qxa
 þ d5C6d6C5ð Þsin qxa  
þepxa ðd5C7d6C8Þcos qxa
 þðd5C8þd6C7Þsin qxa  
;
ð33Þ
UðxÞ¼ d2C2 coshða1xa Þþd2C1 sinhða1xa Þþd4C4 cos c2xa
 d4C3 sin c2xa 
þepxa ðd7C5þd8C6Þcosðqxa Þþðd7C6d8C5Þsin qxa
  
þepxa d7C7þd8C8ð Þcos qxa
 ðd7C8þd8C7Þsin qxa  
:
ð34Þ
The constants dr can now be calculated using Eqs. (31) and (32) as:
d1 ¼ ðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a1;
d2 ¼ ðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a1;
d3 ¼ ðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic2;
d4 ¼ IðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic2; ð35Þ
d5 ¼ RðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ pþ iq;
d6 ¼ IðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ pþ iq;
d7 ¼ RðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ pþ iq;
d8 ¼ IðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ pþ iq;
where R stands for the real and I stands for the imaginary part of
the complex number.
At each end of the shell there are five resultant forces as shown
in Fig. 2, where Nx is the axial membrane force, Qx;z is the radial
membrane force, Nx;/ is the circumferential membrane force, Mx;/
is the twisting moment, and Mx is the bending moment.
The equations of motion can only accommodate for four
boundary conditions per an end of the shell [2,19]. Thus the Kirch-
hoff effective shear stress resultant of the first kind, Vxz, and the
Kirchhoff effective shear stress resultant of the second kind, Tx/,should be used that combine Qx;z and Mx;/, as well as Nx;/ and
Mx;/, respectively [2,18,19].
The relations are [2,18,19]:
Vxz ¼ Qxz þ
1
a
@Mx/
@/
; ð36Þ
and
Tx/ ¼ Nx/ þ 1aMx/: ð37Þ
Thus, the four boundary conditions for a shell with both ends free
are:
Nx ¼ 0; ) a @u
@x
þ lwþ l @v
@/
¼ 0; ð38Þ
Mx ¼ 0; ) a2 @
2w
@x2
þ l @
2w
@/2
 @v
@/
 !
¼ 0; ð39Þ
Vxz ¼ 0; ) ð2 lÞ @
3w
@x@/2
 @
2v
@x@/
þ a2 @
3w
@x3
¼ 0; ð40Þ
Tx/ ¼ 0; ) 2h2 @
2w
@x@/
þ ð12a2 þ h2Þ @v
@x
þ 12a @u
@/
¼ 0: ð41Þ
Since the boundary conditions are the same at the two ends, the
modes can be either symmetric or anti-symmetric; in other words,
they cannot be asymmetric. Consequently the boundary conditions
can be separately satisfied for symmetric and anti-symmetric
modes by assuming the origin in the middle section of the cylinder
and the boundaries at x ¼ L=2. Here the radial and the circumfer-
ential displacement components share the symmetry or anti-
symmetry properties. The axial displacement component mathe-
matical symmetry or anti-symmetry is opposite to that of the radial
and circumferential displacement components but the physical
symmetry is also the same. In case the modes are symmetric, the
expression for the radial component of the displacement can be
shortened by using epx=a ¼ coshðpx=aÞ  sinhðpx=aÞ, and making
sure that the anti-symmetric terms in Eq. (30) vanish. Then it must
be C2 ¼ C4 ¼ 0;C5 ¼ C7; and C6 ¼ C8, so that Eqs. (30), (33) and
(34) reduce to:
WðxÞ ¼ C1 cosh a1xa
 
þ C3 cos c2xa
 
þ F1 cosh pxa
 
cos
qx
a
 
þ F2 sinh pxa
 
sin
qx
a
 
; ð42Þ
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 þd3C3 cosðc2xa Þþ d5F1þd6F2ð Þcosh pxa cos qxa 
þ d5F2d6F1ð Þsinh pxa
 
sin qxa
  ;
ð43ÞUðxÞ ¼ d2C1 sinh a1xa
 d4C3 sin c2xa þ d7F1þd8F2ð Þsinh pxa cos qxa 
þ d7F2d8F1ð Þcosh pxa
 
sin qxa
  :
ð44Þ
Substituting Eq. (42) into (28) for the radial displacement compo-
nent, and also Eqs. (43) and (44) into analogue expressions for tan-
gential and axial displacement components gives a set of
displacement components u, v and w. These can be substituted into
Eqs. (38)–(41), which after assuming x ¼ L=2 and putting into a
matrix form gives:t1;1 coshðh1Þ t1;2 cosðh2Þ
t1;3;A cosðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt1;3;B sinðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t1;4;A cosðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt1;4;B sinðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t2;1 coshðh1Þ t2;2 cosðh2Þ
t2;3;A cosðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt2;3;B sinðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t2;4;A cosðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt2;4;B sinðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t3;1 sinhðh1Þ t3;2 sinðh2Þ
t3;3;A sinðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt3;3;B cosðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t3;4;A sinðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt3;4;B cosðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t4;1 sinhðh1Þ t4;2 sinðh2Þ
t4;3;A sinðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt4;3;B cosðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t4;4;A sinðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt4;4;B cosðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
2
66666666666664
3
77777777777775
C1
C3
F1
F2
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;
¼ 0; ð45Þwhere h1 ¼ a1L2a , h2 ¼ c2L2a , h3 ¼ pL2a and h4 ¼ qL2a : The coefficients tr;s;
depend on the roots a1; c2; p; q, the constants dr , n and l, and are
listed in the Appendix to the paper. In order to satisfy the boundary
conditions, the determinant of the matrix in Eq. (45) must vanish.
The determinant is a function of the length L which oscillates
around zero and diverges very quickly with an increase in length,
covering a very large range of several tens of orders of magnitude
due to the hyperbolic sine and cosine functions involved. However,
the interest here is to have the determinant equal to zero. It is thus
useful to divide the determinant by sinhðpL2aÞ sinhða1L2a Þ coshðpL2aÞ for
better numerical behaviour. Such normalised determinant function
still oscillates with the length L and has the same zeroes as the
original determinant; however it is much easier to deal with from
a numerical point of view since it is now in terms of hyperbolic
tangent and cotangent functions. The condition on the normalised
determinant is given by:ðtanhðh3Þb1b2 cosðh2Þ þ sinðh2Þb3Þ cothðh1Þ þ b4 cosðh2Þ  sinðh2Þ cothðh3Þb5b6ð Þ cos ðh4Þ2
þ ðb7b2 cosðh2Þ þ ðb9 cothðh3Þ þ tanhðh3Þb8Þ sinðh2ÞÞ cothðh1Þþðb11 cothðh3Þ þ b10 tanhðh3ÞÞ cosðh2Þ þ sinðh2Þb5b12
 
sinðh4Þ cosðh4Þ
þ ðcothðh3Þb13b2 cosðh2Þ þ b14 sinðh2ÞÞ cothðh1Þ þ b15 cosðh2Þ þ sinðh2Þ tanhðh3Þb5b16ð Þ sin ðh4Þ2 ¼ 0
; ð46Þwhere coefficients br depending on tr;s; appear from the analytical
calculation of the determinants. The coefficients have been calcu-
lated and are listed in Ref. [41]. The zeroes of the left hand side
of Eq. (46) in fact represent the length of the shell whosem, nmode
resonates at the assumed frequency xm;n, where the lowest zero
(the smallest length) is for m = 1 symmetric mode, the next one
is for m = 3 symmetric mode, etc. According to this notation there
are m + 1 axial nodes (the cross-sections where w = 0) for a mode
number m. In case of a non-rotating shell (X ¼ 0), assuming fre-
quencies jxm;nj yields the same length for either the positive or
the negative frequency xm;n. However for X–0 this is not the case,indicating that the forward and backward rotating modes are now
characterised by different rotation speeds. Thus for rotating shells
negative frequencies must be assumed in order to account for the
forward rotating modes.
In case of anti-symmetric modes it must be C1 ¼ C3 ¼ 0;
C5 ¼ C7; and C6 ¼ C8 so that:
WðxÞ ¼ C2 sinh a1xa
 
þ C4 sin c2xa
 
þ F3 sinh pxa
 
cos
qx
a
 
þ F4 cosh pxa
 
sin
qx
a
 
; ð47Þ
with similar expressions for VðxÞ and UðxÞ. After recalculating the
determinant for the anti-symmetric modes an expression analogue
to Eq. (46) results, which can be obtained by substitutingtanhðh1Þ $ cothðh1Þ, tanhðh3Þ $ cothðh3Þ, cosðh2Þ ! sinðh2Þ, and
sinðh2Þ !  cosðh2Þ into Eq. (46). Then the zeroes represent the
length of the shell whose m, n mode resonates at the assumed fre-
quency xm;n, where the lowest zero is for m = 0 anti-symmetric
mode (Love-type mode with one nodal cross section), the next
one is for m = 2 anti-symmetric mode, etc. In order to calculate nat-
ural frequencies for a shell of given length it is necessary to iterate
until the length resulting from finding a zero of the determinant
(46) matches the desired length of the shell to an acceptable preci-
sion. An alternative approach utilises a detection of two frequencies
between which the determinant (46) changes sign for the shell of a
given length.
However, the roots of type a1;ic2;ðp iqÞ and the resulting
expressions for the mode shape axial profiles do not cover for all
types of modes. For example, the symmetric Rayleigh-type modes
(m = 1) do require a separate form of roots, according to findingspresented later in this paper. It is thus necessary to consider the
mode shapes and natural frequencies for a number of different
cases regarding the form of the roots to the polynomial in Eq.
(27), not only for Rayleigh modes, but also for various other types
of modes that may occur. In conclusion eight types of roots were
detected that occur with both stationary and rotating shells having
both ends free and they are listed in Table 2. In the following seven
subsections the procedure outlined in Section 2.1 is followed for
each remaining type of roots listed in Table 2 and the expressions
for mode shapes and the boundary condition determinants ana-
logue to that of Eq. (46) are developed.
Table 2
Summary of the eight types or roots of the characteristic
bi-quartic polynomial.
Case Roots
1 a1;ic2;ðp iqÞ
2 ðf  igÞ;ðp iqÞ
3 a1;a2;ðp iqÞ
4 a1;a2;a3;a4
5 a1;a2;a3;ic4
6 a1;a2;ic3;ic4
7 a1;ic2;ic3;ic4
8 ic1;ic2;ðp iqÞ
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A case is considered now when the roots have the form of
ðf  igÞ;ðp iqÞ. Then the three displacement components for
symmetric modes are given by:
WðxÞ ¼ F1 cosh pxa
 
cos
qx
a
 
þ F2 sinh pxa
 
sin
qx
a
 
þ F3 cosh fxa
 
cos
gx
a
 
þ F4 sinh fxa
 
sin
gx
a
 
; ð48Þ
VðxÞ ¼ ðd1F1 þ d2F2Þ cosh pxa
 
cos
qx
a
 
þ d1F2  d2F1ð Þ sinh pxa
 
sin
qx
a
 
þ ðd5F3 þ d6F4Þ cosh fxa
 
cos
gx
a
 
þ ðd5F4  d6F3Þ sinh fxa
 
sin
gx
a
 
; ð49Þt1;1;A cosðh2Þ coshðh1Þþ
þt1;1;B sinðh2Þ sinhðh1Þ
t1;2;A cosðh2Þ coshðh1Þþ
þt1;2;B sinðh2Þ sinhðh1Þ
t1;3;A cosðh4Þ coshðh
þt1;3;B sinðh4Þ sinh
t2;1;A cosðh2Þ coshðh1Þþ
þt2;1;B sinðh2Þ sinhðh1Þ
t2;2;A cosðh2Þ coshðh1Þþ
þt2;2;B sinðh2Þ sinhðh1Þ
t2;3;A cosðh4Þ coshðh
þt2;3;B sinðh4Þ sinh
t3;1;A sinðh2Þ coshðh1Þþ
þt3;1;B cosðh2Þ sinhðh1Þ
t3;2;A sinðh2Þ coshðh1Þþ
þt3;2;B cosðh2Þ sinhðh1Þ
t3;3;A sinðh4Þ coshðh
þt3;3;B cosðh4Þ sinh
t4;1;A sinðh2Þ coshðh1Þþ
þt4;1;B cosðh2Þ sinhðh1Þ
t4;2;A sinðh2Þ coshðh1Þþ
þt4;2;B cosðh2Þ sinhðh1Þ
t4;3;A sinðh4Þ coshðh
þt4;3;B cosðh4Þ sinh
2
66666666666664
cosðh2Þð Þ2
ðcosðh4ÞÞ2ðb3 þ b1 cothðh1Þ tanhðh3Þ  b2 cothðh3Þ tanhðh1ÞÞ
þ sinðh4Þ cosðh4Þðb4 cothðh1Þ þ b5 cothðh3Þ  b6 tanhðh1Þ  b
þðsinðh4ÞÞ2ðb10 þ b8 cothðh1Þ cothðh3Þ  b9 tanhðh1Þ tanhðh3
0
B@
þ cosðh2Þ sinðh2Þ
ðcosðh4ÞÞ2ðb11 cothðh1Þ  b12 cothðh3Þ þ b13 tanhðh1Þ
þ sinðh4Þ cosðh4Þ
b19 þ ðb15 cothðh3Þ  b16 tanhðh3ÞÞ
b17 tanhðh1Þ cothðh3Þ  b18 tanhð

þðsinðh4ÞÞ2ðb20 cothðh1Þ þ b21 cothðh3Þ þ b22 tanhðh1
0
BBBB@
ðsinðh2ÞÞ2
ðcosðh4ÞÞ2ðb26 þ b24 cothðh1Þ cothðh3Þ þ b25 tanhðh1Þ tanhð
þ sinðh4Þ cosðh4Þðb27 cothðh1Þ þ b28 cothðh3Þ þ b31 tanhðh1
þðsinðh4ÞÞ2ðb33 þ b32 cothðh3Þ tanhðh1Þ þ b30 cothðh1Þ tanh
0
B@UðxÞ ¼ d3F1 þ d4F2ð Þ sinh pxa
 
cos
qx
a
 
þ d3F2  d4F1ð Þ cosh pxa
 
sin
qx
a
 
þ d7F3 þ d8F4ð Þ sinh fxa
 
cos
gx
a
 
þ ðd7F4  d8F2Þ cosh fxa
 
sin
gx
a
 
: ð50Þ
The constants dr can again be calculated using Eqs. (31) and (32),
yielding this time:
d1 ¼ RðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ pþ iq;
d2 ¼ IðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ pþ iq;
d3 ¼ RðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ pþ iq;
d4 ¼ IðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ pþ iq;
d5 ¼ RðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ f þ ig;
d6 ¼ IðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ f þ ig;
d7 ¼ RðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ f þ ig;
d8 ¼ IðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ f þ ig; ð51Þ
Next the same procedure as before is followed. That is, to substitute
Eq. (48) into (28) for the radial displacement component, and also
Eqs. (49) and (50) into analogue expressions for tangential and axial
displacement components, that gives a set of displacement compo-
nents u, v and w. The displacement components are then substi-
tuted into the boundary condition expressions (Eqs. (38)–(41)),
which after assuming x ¼ L=2 and putting into a matrix form gives:3Þþ
ðh3Þ
t1;4;A cosðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt1;4;B sinðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
3Þþ
ðh3Þ
t2;4;A cosðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt2;4;B sinðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
3Þþ
ðh3Þ
t3;4;A sinðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt3;4;B cosðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
3Þþ
ðh3Þ
t4;4;A sinðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt4;4;B cosðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
3
77777777777775
C1
C3
F1
F2
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;
¼ 0; ð52Þ
þ
7 tanhðh3ÞÞþ
ÞÞ
1
CA
þ b14 tanhðh3ÞÞ
cothðh1Þ
h3Þ tanhðh1Þ

Þ  b23 tanhðh3ÞÞ
1
CCCCA
h3ÞÞ
Þ þ b29 tanhðh3ÞÞ
ðh3ÞÞ
1
CA ¼ 0
; ð53Þwhere h1 ¼ pL2a, h2 ¼ qL2a, h3 ¼ fL2a and h4 ¼ gL2a : The coefficients tr;s;
depend on the roots p; q; f ; g, the constants dr , n and l, and are
listed in the Appendix to the paper. The determinant of the matrix
in Eq. (52), after being divided by sinhðh1Þ coshðh1Þ sinhðh3Þ
coshðh3Þ for better numerical behaviour, is given by:
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minants and can be found in [41]. In case of anti-symmetric modes
it must be C1 ¼ C3;C2 ¼ C4; C5 ¼ C7; and C6 ¼ C8 so that:
WðxÞ ¼ F5 sinh pxa
 
cos
qx
a
 
þ F6 cosh pxa
 
sin
qx
a
 
þ F7 sinh fxa
 
cos
gx
a
 
þ F8 cosh fxa
 
sin
gx
a
 
; ð54Þt1;1 coshðh1Þ t1;2 coshðh2Þ t1;3;A cosðh4Þ coshðh3Þþþt1;3;B sinðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t1;4;A cosðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt1;4;B sinðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t2;1 coshðh1Þ t2;2 coshðh2Þ t2;3;A cosðh4Þ coshðh3Þþþt2;3;B sinðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t2;4;A cosðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt2;4;B sinðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t3;1 sinhðh1Þ t3;2 sinhðh2Þ t3;3;A sinðh4Þ coshðh3Þþþt3;3;B cosðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t3;4;A sinðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt3;4;B cosðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t4;1 sinhðh1Þ t4;2 sinhðh2Þ t4;3;A sinðh4Þ coshðh3Þþþt4;3;B cosðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t4;4;A sinðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt4;4;B cosðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
2
6666666666664
3
7777777777775
C1
C3
F1
F2
8><
>:
9>=
>; ¼ 0; ð59Þwith similar expressions for VðxÞ and UðxÞ. After recalculating
the determinant for the anti-symmetric modes an expression ana-
logue to Eq. (53) results, which can be obtained by substituting
cothðh1Þ $ tanhðh1Þ and tanhðh3Þ $ cothðh3Þ, into Eq. (53).ðcosðh4ÞÞ2ðb4 þ ðb1 tanhðh2Þ þ b2 tanhðh3ÞÞ cothðh1Þ  b3 cothðh3Þ tanhðh2ÞÞ
þ sinðh4Þ cosðh4Þ
ððb5 cothðh3Þ þ b6 tanhðh3ÞÞ tanhðh2Þ þ b7Þ cothðh1Þ
þb8 tanhðh2Þ þ b9 cothðh3Þ þ b10 tanhðh3Þ
 
þðsinðh4ÞÞ2ðb14 þ ðb11 tanhðh2Þ þ b13 cothðh3ÞÞ cothðh1Þ þ b12 tanhðh2Þ tanhðh3ÞÞ ¼ 0
; ð60Þ2.3. Case 3: four real and four complex roots
The next case is with the roots having the form of
a1;a2;ðp iqÞ, which three displacement components for
symmetric modes are given by:
WðxÞ ¼ C1 cosh a1xa
 
þ C3 cosh a2xa
 
þ F1 cosh pxa
 
cos
qx
a
 
þ F2 sinh pxa
 
sin
qx
a
 
; ð55Þ
VðxÞ¼ d1C1 cosh a1xa
 
þd3C3 cosh a2xa
 
þðd5F1þd6F2Þ
cosh px
a
 
cos
qx
a
 
þðd5F2d6F1Þsinh pxa
 
sin
qx
a
 
; ð56Þ
UðxÞ¼ d2C1 sinh a1xa
 
þd4C3 sinh a2xa
 
þ d7F1þd8F2ð Þsinh pxa
 
cos qx
a
 
þ d7F2d8F1ð Þcosh pxa
 
sin
qx
a
 
: ð57Þ
Also the Eqs. (31) and (32) are used to calculate the constants dr,
obtaining:
d1 ¼ ðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a1;
d2 ¼ ðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a1;
d3 ¼ ðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a2;
d4 ¼ ðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a2; ð58Þ
d5 ¼ RðV0=W0Þr withar ¼ pþ iq;
d6 ¼ IðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ pþ iq;
d7 ¼ RðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ pþ iq;
d8 ¼ IðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ pþ iq:In a similar way to the previous cases, Eq. (55) is substituted into
(28) for the radial displacement component, and also Eqs. (56)
and (57) into analogue expressions for tangential and axial dis-
placement components, giving a set of displacement components
u, v and w. These can be substituted into the boundary condition
expressions (Eqs. (38)–(41)), which after assuming x ¼ L=2 and put-
ting into a matrix form gives:where h1 ¼ a1L2a , h2 ¼ a2L2a , h3 ¼ pL2a and h4 ¼ qL2a :
The coefficients tr;s; depend on the roots a1;a2; p; q, the con-
stants dr , n and l, and are listed in the Appendix to the paper.
The determinant of the matrix in Eq. (59), is now divided by
sinhðh1Þ sinhðh2Þ sinhðh3Þ coshðh3Þ for better numerical behaviour,
yielding:where coefficients br are given in [41].
In case of anti-symmetric modes it must be C1 ¼ C3 ¼ 0;
C5 ¼ C7; and C6 ¼ C8 so that:
WðxÞ ¼ C2 sinh a1xa
 
þ C4 sinh a2xa
 
þ F3
 sinh px
a
 
cos
qx
a
 
þ F4 cosh pxa
 
sin
qx
a
 
; ð61Þ
with similar expressions for VðxÞ and UðxÞ. After recalculating the
determinant for the anti-symmetric modes an expression analogue
to Eq. (60) results, which can be obtained by substituting
cothðh1Þ $ tanhðh1Þ, tanhðh2Þ $ cothðh2Þ, and tanhðh3Þ $
cothðh3Þ into Eq. (60).
2.4. Case 4: eight real roots
The following case considered is with the roots in the form
a1;a2;a3;a4. In case of symmetric modes:
WðxÞ ¼ C1 cosh xa1a
 
þ C2 cosh xa2a
 
þ C3 cosh xa3a
 
þ C4 cosh xa4a
 
; ð62Þ
VðxÞ ¼ d1C1 cosh xa1a
 
þ d3C2 cosh xa2a
 
þ d5C3 cosh xa3a
 
þ d7C4 cosh xa4a
 
; ð63Þ
UðxÞ ¼ d2C1 sinh xa1a
 
þ d4C2 sinh xa2a
 
þ d6C3 sinh xa3a
 
þ d8C4 sinh xa4a
 
: ð64Þ
Þ
;
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d1 ¼ ðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a1;
d2 ¼ ðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a1;
d3 ¼ ðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a2;
d4 ¼ ðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a2; ð65Þ
d5 ¼ ðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a3;
d6 ¼ ðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a3;
d7 ¼ ðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a4;
d8 ¼ ðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a4:
The boundary conditions are satisfied by requiring that:
t1;1 coshðh1Þ t1;2 coshðh2Þ t1;3 coshðh3Þ t1;4 coshðh4Þ
t2;1 coshðh1Þ t2;2 coshðh2Þ t2;3 coshðh3Þ t2;4 coshðh4Þ
t3;1 sinhðh1Þ t3;2 sinhðh2Þ t3;3 sinhðh3Þ t3;4 sinhðh4Þ
t4;1 sinhðh1Þ t4;2 sinhðh2Þ t4;3 sinhðh3Þ t4;4 sinhðh4Þ
2
6664
3
7775
C1
C2
C3
C4
8><
>:
9>=
>;¼ 0:
ð66Þ
After being divided by sinhðh1Þ coshðh2Þ sinhðh3Þ coshðh4Þ, the
determinant obtained is:
b1 cothðh3Þ tanhðh2Þ tanhðh4Þ þ b3 tanhðh2Þ þ b2 tanhðh4Þð Þ cothðh1
þðb5 tanhðh2Þ  b4 tanhðh4ÞÞ cothðh3Þ þ b6 ¼ 0
ð67Þ
where h1 ¼ a1L2a , h2 ¼ a2L2a ,h3 ¼ a3L2a and h4 ¼ a4L2a :
In case of anti-symmetric modes it must be C1 ¼ C2 ¼ C3 ¼
C4 ¼ 0, so that:
WðxÞ ¼ C5 sinh xa1a
 
þ C6 sinh xa2a
 
þ C7 sinh xa3a
 
þ C8 sinh xa4a
 
; ð68Þ
with similar expressions for VðxÞ and UðxÞ. After recalculating the
determinant for the anti-symmetric modes an expression analogue
to Eq. (67) results, which can be obtained by substituting
cothðh1Þ $ tanhðh1Þ, tanhðh2Þ $ cothðh2Þ, cothðh3Þ $ tanhðh3Þ,
tanhðh4Þ $ cothðh4Þ, into Eq. (67).
2.5. Case 5: six real and two imaginary roots
The form of the roots a1;a2;a3;ic4 is the next case con-
sidered. In case of symmetric modes the displacement components
are given by:
WðxÞ ¼ C1 cosh xa1a
 
þC2 cosh xa2a
 
þC3 cosh xa3a
 
þC4 cos xc4a
 
;
ð69Þ
VðxÞ ¼ d1C1 cosh xa1a
 
þ d3C2 cosh xa2a
 
þ d5C3 cosh xa3a
 
þ d7C4 cos xc4a
 
; ð70Þ
UðxÞ ¼ d2C1 sinh xa1a
 
þ d4C2 sinh xa2a
 
þ d6C3 sinh xa3a
 
 d8C4 sin xc4a
 
: ð71Þ
The constants dr can be calculated using Eqs. (31) and (32) as:
d1 ¼ ðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a1;
d2 ¼ ðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a1;
d3 ¼ ðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a2;
d4 ¼ ðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a2; ð72Þ
d5 ¼ ðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a3;
d6 ¼ ðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a3;
d7 ¼ RðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic4;
d8 ¼ IðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic4:The boundary conditions are satisfied by requiring that:
t1;1 coshðh1Þ t1;2 coshðh2Þ t1;3 coshðh3Þ t1;4 cosðh4Þ
t2;1 coshðh1Þ t2;2 coshðh2Þ t2;3 coshðh3Þ t2;4 cosðh4Þ
t3;1 sinhðh1Þ t3;2 sinhðh2Þ t3;3 sinhðh3Þ t3;4 sinðh4Þ
t4;1 sinhðh1Þ t4;2 sinhðh2Þ t4;3 sinhðh3Þ t4;4 sinðh4Þ
2
6664
3
7775
C1
C2
C3
C4
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;
¼ 0;
ð73Þ
so that the following expression results from dividing the determi-
nant by sinhðh3Þsinhðh1Þcoshðh2Þ and equating to zero:
ðb1 cothðh3Þsinðh4Þtanhðh2Þþb2 cosðh4Þtanhðh2Þþb3 sinðh4ÞÞcothðh1Þ
þðb4 cosðh4Þtanhðh2Þb5 sinðh4ÞÞcothðh3Þþb6 cosðh4Þ¼0
;
ð74Þ
where h1 ¼ a1L2a , h2 ¼ a2L2a , h3 ¼ a3L2a and h4 ¼ c4L2a .
In case of anti-symmetric modes it must be C1 ¼ C2 ¼ C3 ¼
C4 ¼ 0, so that:
WðxÞ ¼ C5 sinh xa1a
 
þ C6 sinh xa2a
 
þ C7 sinh xa3a
 
þ C8 sin xc4a
 
; ð75Þ
with similar expressions for VðxÞ and UðxÞ. After recalculating the
determinant for the anti-symmetric modes an expression analogue
to Eq. (74) results, which can be obtained by substituting
cothðh1Þ $ tanhðh1Þ, tanhðh2Þ $ cothðh2Þ, cothðh3Þ $ tanhðh3Þ,
sinðh4Þ !  cosðh4Þ, cosðh4Þ ! sinðh4Þ into Eq. (74).
2.6. Case 6: four real and four imaginary roots
The case 6 is for the roots that take the form
a1;a2;ic3;ic4. In such a case the three displacement compo-
nents are given by:
WðxÞ ¼ C1 cosh xa1a
 
þ C2 cosh xa2a
 
þ C3 cos xc3a
 
þ C4 cos xc4a
 
; ð76Þ
VðxÞ ¼ d1C1 cosh xa1a
 
þ d3C2 cosh xa2a
 
þ d5C3 cos xc3a
 
þ d7C4 cos xc4a
 
; ð77Þ
UðxÞ ¼ d2C1 sinh xa1a
 
þ d4C2 sinh xa2a
 
 d6C3 sin xc3a
 
 d8C4 sin xc4a
 
: ð78Þ
The constants dr can again be calculated using Eqs. (31) and (32) as:
d1 ¼ ðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a1;
d2 ¼ ðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a1;
d3 ¼ ðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a2;
d4 ¼ ðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a2; ð79Þ
d5 ¼ RðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic3;
d6 ¼ IðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic3;
d7 ¼ RðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic4;
d8 ¼ IðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic4:
The boundary conditions are satisfied if:
t1;1 coshðh1Þ t1;2 coshðh2Þ t1;3 cosðh3Þ t1;4 cosðh4Þ
t2;1 coshðh1Þ t2;2 coshðh2Þ t2;3 cosðh3Þ t2;4 cosðh4Þ
t3;1 sinhðh1Þ t3;2 sinhðh2Þ t3;3 sinðh3Þ t3;4 sinðh4Þ
t4;1 sinhðh1Þ t4;2 sinhðh2Þ t4;3 sinðh3Þ t4;4 sinðh4Þ
2
66664
3
77775
C1
C2
C3
C4
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;
¼ 0;
ð80Þ
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ðb1 cothðh2Þsinðh3Þsinðh4Þb2 cosðh3Þsinðh4Þþb3 cosðh4Þsinðh3ÞÞcothðh1Þ
þðb4 cosðh3Þsinðh4Þþb5 cosðh4Þsinðh3ÞÞcothðh2Þb6 cosðh3Þcosðh4Þ¼0
;
ð81Þ
where h1 ¼ a1L2a , h2 ¼ a2L2a , h3 ¼ c3L2a and h4 ¼ c4L2a :
In case of anti-symmetric modes it must be C1 ¼ C2 ¼ C3 ¼
C4 ¼ 0, so that:
WðxÞ ¼ C5 sinh xa1a
 
þ C6 sinh xa2a
 
þ C7 sin xc3a
 
þ C8 sin xc4a
 
; ð82Þ
with similar expressions for VðxÞ and UðxÞ. After recalculating the
determinant for the anti-symmetric modes an expression analogue
to Eq. (81) results, which can be obtained by substituting
cothðh1Þ $ tanhðh1Þ, cothðh2Þ $ tanhðh2Þ, sinðh3Þ !  cosðh3Þ,
cosðh3Þ ! sinðh3Þ, sinðh4Þ !  cosðh4Þ, cosðh4Þ ! sinðh4Þ into Eq. (81).
2.7. Case 7: two real and six imaginary roots
In case of a1;ic2;ic3;ic4 the three displacement compo-
nents are:
WðxÞ ¼ C1 cosh xa1a
 
þ C2 cos xc2a
 
þ C3 cos xc3a
 
þ C4 cos xc4a
 
;
ð83Þ
VðxÞ ¼ d1C1 cosh xa1a
 
þ d3C2 cos xc2a
 
þ d5C3 cos xc3a
 
þ d7C4 cos xc4a
 
; ð84Þ
UðxÞ ¼ d2C1 sinh xa1a
 
 d4C2 sin xc2a
 
 d6C3 sin xc3a
 
 d8C4 sin xc4a
 
: ð85Þ
The constants dr can be calculated using Eqs. (31) and (32) as:
d1 ¼ ðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a1;
d2 ¼ ðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ a1;
d3 ¼ RðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic2;
d4 ¼ IðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic2; ð86Þ
d5 ¼ RðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic3;
d6 ¼ IðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic3;
d7 ¼ RðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic4;
d8 ¼ IðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic4:
The boundary conditions are satisfied if:
t1;1 coshðh1Þ t1;2 cosðh2Þ t1;3 cosðh3Þ t1;4 cosðh4Þ
t2;1 coshðh1Þ t2;2 cosðh2Þ t2;3 cosðh3Þ t2;4 cosðh4Þ
t3;1 sinhðh1Þ t3;2 sinðh2Þ t3;3 sinðh3Þ t3;4 sinðh4Þ
t4;1 sinhðh1Þ t4;2 sinðh2Þ t4;3 sinðh3Þ t4;4 sinðh4Þ
2
6664
3
7775
C1
C2
C3
C4
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;
¼ 0;
ð87Þt1;1 cosðh1Þ t1;2 cosðh2Þ
t1;3;A cosðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt1;3;B sinðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t1;4;A cosðh4Þ coshð
þt1;4;B sinðh4Þ sinh
t2;1 cosðh1Þ t2;2 cosðh2Þ
t2;3;A cosðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt2;3;B sinðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t2;4;A cosðh4Þ coshð
þt2;4;B sinðh4Þ sinh
t3;1 sinðh1Þ t3;2 sinðh2Þ
t3;3;A sinðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt3;3;B cosðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t3;4;A sinðh4Þ coshð
þt3;4;B cosðh4Þ sinh
t4;1 sinðh1Þ t4;2 sinðh2Þ
t4;3;A sinðh4Þ coshðh3Þþ
þt4;3;B cosðh4Þ sinhðh3Þ
t4;4;A sinðh4Þ coshð
þt4;4;B cosðh4Þ sinh
2
66666666666664or after normalising the determinant of the 4  4 matrix by
sinhðh1Þ:
ðb1 cosðh2Þ sinðh3Þ sinðh4Þ þ ðb2 cosðh3Þ sinðh4Þ þ b3 cosðh4Þ sinðh3ÞÞ
 sinðh2ÞÞ cothðh1Þ þ ðb4 cosðh3Þ sinðh4Þ þ b5 cosðh4Þ sinðh3ÞÞ
 cosðh2Þ  b6 cosðh3Þ cosðh4Þ sinðh2Þ ¼ 0; ð88Þ
where h1 ¼ a1L2a , h2 ¼ c2L2a , h3 ¼ c3L2a and h4 ¼ c4L2a . In case of anti-
symmetric modes it must be C1 ¼ C2 ¼ C3 ¼ C4 ¼ 0, so that:
WðxÞ ¼ C5 sinh xa1a
 
þ C6 sin xc2a
 
þ C7 sin xc3a
 
þ C8 sin xc4a
 
;
ð89Þ
with similar expressions for VðxÞ and UðxÞ. After recalculating the
determinant for the anti-symmetric modes an expression analogue
to Eq. (88) results, which can be obtained by substituting
cothðh1Þ $ tanhðh1Þ, cosðh2Þ ! sinðh2Þ, sinðh2Þ !  cosðh2Þ,
cosðh3Þ ! sinðh3Þ, sinðh3Þ !  cosðh3Þ, cosðh4Þ ! sinðh4Þ,
sinðh4Þ !  cosðh4Þ into Eq. (88).
2.8. Case 8: four imaginary and four complex roots
The final case considered is when the roots are ic1;ic2;
ðp iqÞ .
WðxÞ ¼ C1 cos xc1a
 
þ C3 cos xc2a
 
þ F1 cosh xpa
 
cos
xq
a
 
þ F2 sinh xpa
 
sin
xq
a
 
; ð90Þ
VðxÞ ¼ d1C1 cos xc1a
 
þ d3C3 cos xc2a
 
þ ðd5F1 þ d6F2Þ cosh xpa
 
cos
xq
a
 
þ d5F2  d6F1ð Þ sinh xpa
 
sin
xq
a
 
; ð91Þ
UðxÞ ¼ d2C1 sin xc1a
 
 d4C3 sin xc2a
 
þ ðd7F1 þ d8F2Þ sinh xpa
 
cos
xq
a
 
þ ðd7F2  d8F1Þ cosh xpa
 
sin
xq
a
 
: ð92Þ
The constants dr can be calculated using Eqs. (31) and (32) as:
d1 ¼ RðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic1;
d2 ¼ IðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic1;
d3 ¼ RðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic2;
d4 ¼ IðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ ic2; ð93Þ
d5 ¼ RðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ pþ iq;
d6 ¼ IðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ pþ iq;
d7 ¼ RðV0=W0Þr with ar ¼ pþ iq;
d8 ¼ IðU0=W0Þr with ar ¼ pþ iq:
The boundary conditions are satisfied if:h3Þþ
ðh3Þ
h3Þþ
ðh3Þ
h3Þþ
ðh3Þ
h3Þþ
ðh3Þ
3
77777777777775
C1
C3
F1
F2
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;
¼ 0; ð94Þ
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sinhðh3Þ sinhðh1Þ coshðh2Þ coshðh3Þ the following expression is
obtained which must vanish in order to have the boundary condi-
tions satisfied:
ðb2 cosðh2Þtanhðh3Þþsinðh2Þb1Þcosðh1Þ
ðb4 cosðh2Þþb3 cothðh3Þsinðh2ÞÞsinðh1Þ
 
ðcosðh4ÞÞ2
þ ðb7 cosðh2Þþsinðh2Þðb5 cothðh3Þþtanhðh3Þb6ÞÞcosðh1Þþððb9 cothðh3Þþtanhðh3Þb10Þcosðh2Þþb8 sinðh2ÞÞsinðh1Þ
 
sinðh4Þcosðh4Þ
þ ðb13 cosðh2Þcothðh3Þþsinðh2Þb11Þcosðh1Þþðb14 cosðh2Þþb12 sinðh2Þtanhðh3ÞÞsinðh1Þ
 
ðsinðh4ÞÞ2¼0
;
ð95Þ
where h1 ¼ c1L2a , h2 ¼ c2L2a , h3 ¼ pL2a and h4 ¼ qL2a.
In case of anti-symmetric modes it must be C1 ¼ C3 ¼ 0;
C5 ¼ C7; and C6 ¼ C8 so that:
WðxÞ ¼ C2 sin xc1a
 
þ C4 sin xc2a
 
þ F3 sinh xpa
 
cos
xq
a
 
þ F4 cosh xpa
 
sin
xq
a
 
ð96Þ
with similar expressions for VðxÞ and UðxÞ. After recalculating the
determinant for the anti-symmetric modes an expression analogue
to Eq. (95) results, which can be obtained by substituting cosðh1Þ !
sinðh1Þ, sinðh1Þ !  cosðh1Þ, cosðh2Þ ! sinðh2Þ, sinðh2Þ !  cosðh2Þ,
tanhðh3Þ $ cothðh3Þ into Eq. (95).3. Results
In this section an example shell is considered and a number of
mode shapes and natural frequencies are calculated. The material
and geometrical properties of the example cylindrical shell are
listed in Table 3.
The method for calculation of the natural frequencies is as fol-
lows. The frequency range of interest (0–3 kHz) was divided into
30000 frequencies with an equidistant spacing of 0.1 Hz. Then a
‘‘scan” was performed through all frequencies in the range and a
change of the sign of any of the sixteen determinants (i.e. Eq.
(74) or Eq. (81)) was detected between two adjacent frequenciesTable 3
The geometrical and material properties of the example shell.
a (m) h (m) L (m) m (–) q (kg m3) E (GP
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Fig. 3. The natural frequencies of a stationary shell as a function of the circumferential m
using different marker types: blue mark – type 1, red circle – type 2, black diamond – ty
square – type 7, and finally, green asterisk – type 8, where the type numbering is accordi
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)assuming the shell length as in Table 3. The change of the sign in
fact indicates the existence of a mode with its natural frequency
between the two adjacent frequencies. Thus the accuracy of the
calculated natural frequencies is 0.1 Hz or better. Fig. 3 shows
the natural frequencies calculated using the methodology
described above for the example shell as a function of the circum-
ferential mode number up to 1 kHz (plot (a)) and from 1 kHz to
3 kHz (plot (b)). As shown by the black continuous lines, it is in
principle possible to calculate fictive natural frequencies for cir-
cumferential mode numbers which are not integers. This has no
physical meaning within the scope of the present study; however
it enables to visually identify the so called ‘‘branches”. Each branch
contains natural frequencies of modes having a constant axial
mode number m. For example, the two branches with lowest nat-
ural frequencies per a circumferential mode number contain the
Rayleigh type (m = 1) and Love type modes (m = 0). This nomen-
clature is after [18].
As can be seen in Fig. 3 these two groups of modes are charac-
terised by very similar natural frequencies if the circumferential
mode number n is the same, since the two branches nearly overlap.
A depiction of a Love-type mode shape can be seen in Figs. 4(a), 6
(b), and 7(b). In fact, Figs. 4–12 contain two mode shapes governed
by the same root type, the order of figures being the same as the
order of the root types listed in Table 2. Beneath each 3D mode
shape a 2D axial profile W(x) is plotted that indicates m + 1 axial
nodal cross-sections.
Love modes have one axial nodal cross-section, resembling thus
the rocking mode of a free-free beam, as shown by the axial profile
W(x) in Fig. 4(a), for example. The Rayleigh modes, on the other
hand, have no axial nodal cross-sections, as shown in Fig. 5
(a) and (b), and their axial profile is similar to the even mode of
a free-free beam. However, the axial profile is not completely flat;
instead it tends to be curved towards the two free ends.
This curvature appears to depend on the circumferential mode
number and it is slight for low values of n, as indicated in Fig. 5,
however it increases as the circumferential mode number n
increases. This can be clearly seen in Figs. 6(a) and 7(a), which
depict a couple of Rayleigh modes with higher circumferential
mode numbers of n = 16 and n = 23. Similarly, the axial profilesa) kz (N m3) k/ (N m3) p0 (Pa) Nx;i (N m
1)
0 0 0 0
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ode number n; (a) 0–1000 Hz and (b) 1000–3000 Hz. The root type is indicated by
pe 3, blue hexagon – type 4, magenta pentagon – type 5, cyan triangle - type 6, black
ng to Table 2. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
(b)(a)
(bending, m=0, n=2, f=20.7 Hz) (bending, m=1, n=5, f=243.7 Hz) 
Fig. 4. Two real, two imaginary, four complex.
(b)(a)
(bending, m=-1, n=3, f=42.9 Hz) (bending, m=-1, n=4, f=82.4 Hz) 
Fig. 5. All complex.
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free beam due to the increased curvatures towards the ends as
the circumferential mode number increases, as shown in Figs. 6
(b) and 7(b) with n = 9 and n = 23, respectively.
Referring now again to the natural frequencies of a stationary
shell shown in Fig. 3, it is interesting to look at how the root type
varies in the (n, f) plane. This is made easier by highlighting the nat-
ural frequencies (at integer circumferential numbers n) using
markers of different types. The markers of different types corre-
spond to different types of the roots (Table 2) which govern differ-
ent mode shapes. For which marker type corresponds to which
root type see the caption to Fig. 3. It can be seen that indeed a large
group of mode shapes are determined by the roots of type 1 (two
real, two imaginary, four complex) as shown by the blue  sym-
bols. It can also be seen that the Rayleigh modes are never gov-
erned by that root type. Instead, they appear to be determined
by the roots of type 2, 3 and 4. Also the modes with low circumfer-
ential mode numbers (those with n = 0 and n = 1) are governed by
roots of type 6, 7 and 8. Then also a large group of ‘‘flexible” modesare characterised by the roots of type 5 (‘‘six real two imaginary”),
as shown in Fig. 3(b) by the magenta pentagon markers. The term
‘‘flexible” is conditionally used here to indicate all modes whose
axial profile is not similar to the rigid body modes of a free-free
beam (i.e. all modes but the Rayleigh and Love modes). The root
type 1 can describe some of the Love modes (Fig. 3(a) –
blue  symbols). However, Rayleigh modes with no axial nodes
require the root type 2 (‘‘all complex”), Fig. 5, at low circumferen-
tial mode numbers, the root type 3 (‘‘four real four complex”),
Fig. 6(a), at intermediate circumferential mode numbers, or the
root type 4 (‘‘all real”), Fig. 7(a), at higher circumferential mode
numbers.
It can be seen in Fig. 3(b) that additional branches occur, char-
acterised by a steeper slope with respect to the horizontal axis,
which in fact cross the branches containing the natural frequencies
of bending modes. These branches encompass additional natural
frequencies that correspond either to the longitudinal mode shapes
having a pronounced axial ‘‘in plane” deformations or the shear
modes having a pronounced circumferential ‘‘in plane” deforma-
(bending, m=-1, n=16, f=1437.5 Hz) (bending, m=0, n=9, f=455.1Hz) 
(b)(a)
Fig. 6. Four real, four complex.
(b)(a)
(bending, m=-1, n=23, f=2981.6 Hz) (bending, m=0, n=23, f=2983.1 Hz) 
Fig. 7. All real.
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Figs. 8(b) and 10(b), whereas some shear modes are shown in
Figs. 11(b) and 12(a).
It should be noted that with m = 0, n = 1, a natural frequency of
about 2.3 Hz is calculated, as shown in Fig. 3(a), zoomed area of the
plot. This is not a physically acceptable result. As can be seen in
Fig. 9(a), the corresponding mode shape resembles a rigid body
rocking mode of the shell which should yield a zero eigenvalue.
The reason for the non-zero natural frequency lies in the assumed
mode shape functions (12–14) which are unable to exactly repre-
sent rigid body rocking of the shell. The coupled radial, axial and
circumferential displacement components, although roughly
approximating the rocking motion, as shown in Fig. 9(a), must
induce some strain (and thus potential energy) in the shell. As a
result, a small natural frequency is erroneously calculated for this
type of mode. This frequency is shown in Fig. 9(b) as a function of
the shell length/radius for three different thickness/radius ratios.
Here the length and thickness have been varied but other proper-
ties (i.e. radius) are as those indicated in Table 3. The bogus naturalfrequency is normalised with respect to the natural frequency of
m = 1, 2 Rayleigh mode as this is normally the lowest true natural
frequency of a shell having free-free boundary conditions.
It is clear in Fig. 9(b) that the error vanishes as the length/radius
increases, but it can reach 20% in case or relatively short shells with
length to radius ratio near to or below unity. The relative shell
thickness seems not to influence the bogus natural frequency of
the rocking rigid body mode. More discussion on the rigid body
modes and how they are influenced by the elastic foundation stiff-
ness is given in Section 4 of the paper.
The results of the present exact method are now compared with
the results of two experimental studies found in the literature. The
first study [42] presents the results of vibration tests for
aluminium-alloy cylindrical shells, with different combinations of
end conditions and stiffeners. In the second study [43] experimen-
tal results of vibrational characteristics of stainless-steel cylindri-
cal shells are given.
Three different experimental cases have been compared with
the exact solution in the current work. The experimental case 1,
(b)(a)
(bending, m=7, n=3, f=1191.6 Hz) (longitudinal, m=4, n=3, f= 1429.7 Hz) 
Fig. 8. Six real two imaginary.
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Fig. 9. (a) The rocking rigid body mode of the shell and (b) its bogus natural frequency as a percentage of the natural frequency of m = 1,n = 2 Rayleigh mode, plotted as a
length/radius ratio.
(b)(a)
(bending, m=3, n=0, f= 900.4 Hz) (longitudinal, m=1, n=3, f= 1677.0 Hz) 
Fig. 10. Four real four imaginary.
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Table 4
The geometrical and material properties for the comparative study.
a (m) h (mm) L (m) m (–) q (kg m3) E (GPa)
Experimental case 1 (after [42]) 0.242 0.648 0.638 0.315 2715 68.95
Experimental case 2 (after [43]) 0.356 0.178 1.067 0.310 7900 193
Experimental case 3 (after [43]) 0.254 0.178 0.457 0.310 7900 193
(b)(a)
(shear, m=0, n=0, f=817.3 Hz) (bending, m=1, n=0, f=883.9 Hz) 
Fig. 12. Four imaginary four complex.
(b)(a)
(bending, m=6, n=0, f=1067.6 Hz) (shear, m=12, n=0, f=2451.8 Hz) 
Fig. 11. Six imaginary two real.
N. Alujevic´ et al. / Engineering Structures 132 (2017) 152–171 165after Ref. [42], is an unstiffened cylindrical aluminium-alloy shell
with free-free end conditions. The experimental modal analysis
was carried out using two different types of excitation shakers:
an electrodynamic shaker and an air shaker. Results with both sha-
ker types have been used for the present comparison. In the exper-
imental cases 2 and 3, after Ref. [43], thin-walled cylindrical
stainless steel shells, with free-free end conditions, and two differ-
ent radius/length combinations are considered. In the experimen-
tal case 2 the results were also obtained for two different shaker
types. In the experimental case 3, the natural frequencies were
measured for shells with different numbers of longitudinal weldingseams. The geometrical and material properties for each case are
collected in Table 4.
Fig. 13 shows the natural frequencies using the same layout
as in Fig. 3, where the continuous lines are the solutions using
the present exact method, and the discrete symbols represent
the natural frequencies taken from [42,43]. It can be seen that
in the three cases the experimental results fall close to the ana-
lytical continuous lines indicating a very good agreement
between the experimental and the analytical method. Thus the
present method can be considered to agree very well with the
experimental results.
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Fig. 13. The comparison of natural frequencies of a stationary shell with the results of three experimental cases. (a) Experimental case 1: red asterisk – experimental results
obtained with an electrodynamic shaker, green circle – experimental results obtained with an air shaker. (b) Experimental case 2: green circle – experimental results obtained
with an air shaker, magenta diamond – experimental results obtained with an electromagnetic shaker. (c) Experimental case 3: red circle – experimental results for three
seams shell, blue diamond – experimental results for four seams shell. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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Fig. 14. The effect on the natural frequencies of the stiffness in the radial direction kz . (a) 100 kN m3, (b) 1 MNm3, (c) 10 MNm3, and (d) 100 MNm3.
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Fig. 16. The combined effect on the natural frequencies of the stiffness in the radial
direction kz and the stiffness in the tangential direction k/ . 10 MNm3 for both
stiffness.
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A parametric study is presented next in order to illustrate the
effects of varying the radial and tangential stiffness of the elastic
foundation, and the rotation speed of the shell.
In Fig. 14 the effect of the stiffness in the radial direction kz is
shown. Here the same marker types as in Fig. 3 has been used to
designate different root types. Four different stiffness values have
been considered, from 100 kN m3 to 100 MNm3. The other prop-
erties are as given in Table 3. Results are shown for the frequency
range from 0 to 1.5 kHz, and for the circumferential mode numbers
from 0 to 13.
As can be seen in Fig. 14 the natural frequencies of low-order
modes generally increase when increasing the radial stiffness of
the elastic foundation. The higher-order modes are less sensitive
to the radial stiffness. This is a natural property of a stiffness con-
straint since its impedance decreases with frequency.
It is important to mention that a shell with free boundary con-
ditions has 6 rigid body modes corresponding to zero eigenfre-
quencies. Four zero eigenfrequencies are shown in Fig. 3(a) in
case of Rayleigh and Love branches with n = 0 and n = 1. The
remaining two would correspond to Rayleigh and Love branches
with n = 1. The physical meaning of n = 1, is discussed in the
forthcoming part of the paper where the effects of rotation speed
are considered.
Fig. 14 shows that as the elastic suspension stiffness increases,
both Rayleigh and Love modes with n = 1 gain a natural frequency.
Thus the four out of six rigid body modes vanish and only two
remain. These two that remain are the rotation around the x-axis
and the translation along it, which are unaffected by radial spring
constraints imposed. Their existence is clear in Fig. 14(c) and (d)
where the two branches converge to zero frequency for n = 0. It
is also notable that at lower circumferential mode numbers the
Rayleigh and Love branches are characterised by relatively large
differences in natural frequencies, if a large radial suspension stiff-(a) 
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Fig. 15. The effect on the natural frequencies of the stiffness in the tangential direness is imposed. This can be seen in Fig. 14 (d) since the two
branches no longer overlap with n = 1–3. This is because with Ray-
leigh n = 1 modes the shell bounces on the radial spring with no
nodal cross-sections (the shell axis remains parallel to the x-axis
in Fig. 1), whereas with Love n = 1 modes the shell rocks on the dis-
tributed radial spring rotating around the radial z-axis in Fig. 1. As
such, the two n = 1 modes are characterised by different modal
stiffnesses/mass ratios imposed by the radial elastic suspension.
However, as the n number increases the two branches start to
overlap again since the impedance of a pure stiffness vanishes with
the increase of frequency.
Fig. 15 collects the effect of stiffness in the circumferential direc-
tion k/ on the natural frequencies. Results for different stiffness val-
ues from 100 kN m3 to 100 MNm3 are presented. Also the same(b)  
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ction k/ . (a) 100 kN m3, (b) 1 MNm3, (c) 10 MNm3, and (d) 100 MNm3.
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Fig. 17. The effect on the natural frequencies of the rotation speed X. (a) 100 rad/s and (b) 200 rad/s.
168 N. Alujevic´ et al. / Engineering Structures 132 (2017) 152–171layout as in Fig. 3 has been used, and the frequency and the circum-
ferential mode numbers range are the same as in Fig. 14. In this case
it can be seen that the rigid body mode representing the rotation
around the x-axis now gains a non-zero natural frequency as shown
by the green asterisk in Fig. 15(a)–(c). This is because the tangen-
tially stiff foundation couples with this type of motion. The n = 1
Love mode also gains a natural frequency since the non-exact rep-
resentations of the rigid body rocking of the shell, shown in Fig. 9
(a), and discussed earlier on, induce tangential displacement com-
ponents. Therefore the result with n = 1 Love mode is probably
not accurate. Regarding now the Rayleigh branch, it goes to 0 Hz
for n = 0, which represents the rigid body translation along the x
axis which is not sensitive to tangential foundation stiffness.
The combined effect of both the radial and the tangential stiff-
ness has also been studied and collected in Fig. 16. The value
assigned for both stiffness is 10 MNm3. It can be seen that when
the shell is subject to stiffness in both directions, the only rigid
body mode that remains is the translation along the x-axis (the
black diamond in the origin of the plot).
The results for the rotating case are considered next, in Fig. 17,
that follows the same layout as Fig. 3. Here the ordinate shows
absolute values of natural frequencies. The fact that the natural fre-
quencies can be mathematically negative is instead designated by
a negative circumferential mode number. This way it is easier to
compare the branches on the left hand side of the ordinate to those
on the right hand side of the ordinate axis.
The plot (a) is for the constant rotation speed of 100 rad/s,
whereas the plot (b) is for the constant rotation speed of
200 rad/s around the x- axis of the reference frame. It can be seen
by comparing the two plots that, in general, the higher the rotation
speed, the higher is the natural frequency of a particular mode.
This is due to the effects of the hoop stress, which, as indicated
in the Eq. (11) arises with the centrifugal forces. It can also be seen
that the branches are no longer symmetric. Thus, the natural fre-
quencies of the forward rotating modes (in the direction of rotation
of the shell) are now different from their backward rotating coun-
terparts, as they now rotate in opposite directions at different
speeds (see Eqs. (12)–(14)) without a possibility to superimpose.
It is interesting to note that the natural frequencies of the modes
with n = 0 do not veer with the rotation speed X since all branches
in Fig. 17 are continuous at n = 0 such that no two distinct absolute
values for the two natural frequencies occur. Mathematically this
could be shown by substituting n = 0 into Eqs. (16)–(25) which
would cause the odd coefficients of the characteristic polynomial
written in terms of xm;n to vanish. Thus the forward and the back-
ward rotating modes have the natural frequencies equal in their
absolute value but opposite in sign, so the ‘‘regular” stationary
modes occur with n = 0 even if the shell spins. The even coefficients
of order 2 and 4 would still contain rotation speed X so the natural
frequency of these stationary modes would not be the same for therotating and the stationary shells. Physically the modes with n = 0
are characterised by the axial symmetry of the bending deforma-
tions. They are governed by the root types 6, 7, and 8. They can
be bending (Figs. 10(a) and 11(a)), longitudinal (Fig. 10(b) or shear
modes (Figs. 11(b) and 12(a)).5. Conclusions
An exact method is developed to calculate natural frequencies
and mode shapes of a rotating cylindrical shell having free bound-
ary conditions. Effects of the flexible support in the radial and cir-
cumferential direction, and the initial hoop stresses due to a
possible pressurisation and/or centrifugal forces, are considered
in the model. Eight types of roots of the characteristic polynomial
equation are considered, and the corresponding mathematical
expressions for eight types of mode shapes are derived. This is rel-
evant for both rotating and non-rotating shells since in either situ-
ation it is shown that the axial profiles of modes are governed by a
certain combination of circular and hyperbolic functions. This com-
bination is determined by the root type. For each of the eight root
types and the corresponding mode shape functions, the boundary
conditions are satisfied exactly. Thus the model presented in this
study may be considered to constitute a complete analytical solu-
tion for the free vibration problem of rotating cylindrical shells
having free ends, which are supported by an elastic foundation.
An excellent agreement between natural frequencies obtained in
experimental studies and the present method is demonstrated
for stationary shells. For a certain type of rigid body rocking mode,
however, care must be taken with the assumed mode shape func-
tion and its influence on the obtained natural frequency in case of
relatively short shells. Furthermore, it must be noted that the
method developed, although exact, requires a rather complicated
procedure of the undetermined shell length to perform the analy-
sis. Thus, as a future work, an approximate Rayleigh-Ritz method-
ology utilising beam functions to approximate the mode shape
axial profile will be considered.Acknowledgements
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A.1. Case 1: two real, two imaginary and four complex roots
The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ a1;ic2;ðp iqÞ are given
in Table A1.Table A1
The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ a1;ic2;ðp iqÞ.
r s
1 2 3 4
1 lþ lnd1 þ d2a1 lnd3 þ l c2d4 A ð1þ nd5Þlþ pd7  qd8 A nd6lþ pd8 þ qd7
B ðnd6lþ pd8 þ qd7Þ B ð1þ nd5Þlþ pd7  qd8
2 a21  lnðnþ d1Þ ðc22 þ nðnþ d3ÞlÞ A p2  q2  nðnþ d5Þl A 2pq nd6l
B nd6l 2pq B p2  q2  nðnþ d5Þl
3 a1ða21 þ n2ðl 2Þ  nd1Þ c2ðc22  n2ðl 2Þ þ nd3Þ A nðpd6 þ qd5Þ þ q3  ðl 2Þqn2  3p2q A nðpd5  qd6Þ þ 3pq2 þ ð2 lÞpn2  p3
B ðl 2Þpn2 þ nðqd6  pd5Þ  3pq2 þ p3 B nðpd6 þ qd5Þ þ q3  ðl 2Þqn2  3p2q
4 12 a2d1a1  12 a2d2nþ
þh2a1d1 þ 2 h2a1n
12 a2d4n 12 a2d3c2
h2c2d3  2 h2c2n
A 12ðnd8  qd5  pd6Þa2  h2ðpd6 þ qð2nþ d5ÞÞ A 12a2ðnd7 þ qd6  pd5Þ  h2ðð2nþ d5Þp qd6Þ
B h2ðð2nþ d5Þp qd6Þ  12a2ðnd7 þ qd6  pd5Þ B 12ðnd8  qd5  pd6Þa2  h2ðpd6 þ qð2nþ d5ÞÞA.2. Case 2: eight complex roots
The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ fðf  igÞ;ðp iqÞg are given
in Table A2.Table A2
The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ ðf  igÞ;ðp iqÞ.
r s
1 2 3 4
1 A l d1nþ lþ pd3  qd4 A d2nlþ pd4 þ qd3 A l d5nþ l gd8 þ fd7 A d6nlþ fd8 þ gd7
B d2nl pd4  qd3 B l d1nþ lþ pd3  qd4 B d6nl fd8  gd7 B l d5nþ l gd8 þ fd7
2 A p2  q2  n2l l d1n A 2 pq d2nl A n2l l d5nþ f 2  g2 A 2fg  d6nl
B d2nl 2 pq B p2  q2  n2l l d1n B d6nl 2fg B n2l l d5nþ f 2  g2
3 A qn2lþ 2 qn2 þ nd1qþ
þnd2p 3 p2qþ q3
A pn2l 2 pn2  npd1þ
þnqd2  3 pq2 þ p3
A gn2lþ 2gn2 þ nfd6þ
þngd5  3 f 2g þ g3
A fn2l 2 fn2 þ nd6g
nd5f þ f 3  3 fg2
B pn2l 2 pn2  npd1þ
þnqd2  3 pq2 þ p3
B qn2l 2 qn2  nd1q
nd2pþ 3p2q q3
B fn2l 2 fn2 þ nd6g
nd5f þ f 3  3 fg2
B gn2l 2 gn2  nfd6
ngd5 þ 3 f 2g  g3
4 A a2ðd4n d1q d2pÞ  1=6 h2qn
1=12 h2d2p 1=12h2d1q
A a2ðpd1  qd2  d3nÞ þ 1=6h2pnþ
þ1=12h2pd1  1=12 h2qd2
A a2ðd8n fd6  gd5Þ  1=6h2gn
1=12 h2fd6  1=12 h2gd5
A a2ðd5f  d7n d6gÞ þ 1=6h2fnþ
þ1=12h2d5f  1=12h2d6g
B a2ðpd1  qd2  d3nÞ þ 1=6h2pnþ
þ1=12h2pd1  1=12 h2qd2
B a2ðd1q d4nþ d2pÞ þ 1=6h2qnþ
þ1=12 h2d2pþ 1=12h2d1q
B a2ðd5f  d7n d6gÞ þ 1=6h2fnþ
þ1=12h2d5f  1=12h2d6g
B a2fd6  a2d8nþ a2gd5 þ 1=6h2gnþ
þ1=12 h2fd6 þ 1=12 h2gd5A.3. Case 3: four real and four complex roots
The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ fa1;a2;ðp iqÞg are given
in Table A3.Table A3
The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ fa1;a2;ðp iqÞg.
r s
1 2 3 4
1 lþ lnd1 þ d2a1 a2d4 þ l nd3 þ l A ð1þ nd5Þlþ pd7  qd8 A nd6lþ pd8 þ qd7
B ðnd6lþ pd8 þ qd7Þ B ð1þ nd5Þlþ pd7  qd8
2 a21  lnðnþ d1Þ nðnþ d3Þlþ a22 A p2  q2  nðnþ d5Þl A 2pq nd6l
B nd6l 2pq B p2  q2  nðnþ d5Þl
3 a1ða21 þ n2ðl 2Þ  nd1Þ a2ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd3  a22Þ A nðpd6 þ qd5Þ þ q3  ðl 2Þqn2  3p2q A nðpd5  qd6Þ þ 3pq2 þ ð2 lÞpn2  p3
B ðl 2Þpn2 þ nðqd6  pd5Þ  3pq2 þ p3 B nðpd6 þ qd5Þ þ q3  ðl 2Þqn2  3p2q
4 a2ðd1a1  d2nÞþ
þh2 a1ð1=12 d1 þ 1=6 nÞ
a2ðd3a2  nd4Þþ
þ1=12 h2a2ð2 nþ d3Þ
A ðnd8  qd5  pd6Þa2þ
ð1=12 pd6 þ 1=12qd5 þ 1=6qnÞh2
A ðpd5  nd7  qd6Þa2þ
ð1=6 npþ 1=12 pd5  1=12qd6Þh2
B ðpd5  nd7  qd6Þa2þ
ð1=6 npþ 1=12 pd5  1=12qd6Þh2
B ð1=12 pd6 þ 1=12qd5 þ 1=6qnÞh2
ðnd8  qd5  pd6Þa2
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The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ fa1;a2;a3;a4g are given
in Table A4.Table A4
The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ fa1;a2;a3;a4g.
r s
1 2 3 4
1 lþ lnd1 þ d2a1 a2d4 þ l nd3 þ l ð1þ nd5Þlþ a3d6 lnd7 þ lþ a4d8
2 a21  lnðnþ d1Þ nðnþ d3Þlþ a22 nðnþ d5Þlþ a23 nðnþ d7Þlþ a24
3 a1ða21 þ n2ðl 2Þ  nd1Þ a2ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd3  a22Þ a3ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd5  a23Þ ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd7  a24Þa4
4 a2ðd1a1  d2nÞ þ h2 a1ð1=12 d1 þ 1=6 nÞ a2ðd3a2  nd4Þ þ 1=12 h2a2ð2 nþ d3Þ ðd5a3  d6nÞa2 þ 1=12h2a3ðd5 þ 2nÞ ðd7a4  d8nÞa2 þ 1=12h2a4ðd7 þ 2nÞA.5. Case 5: six real and two imaginary roots
The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ fa1;a2;a3;ic4g are given
in Table A5.Table A5
The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ fa1;a2;a3;ic4g.
r s
1 2 3 4
1 lþ lnd1 þ d2a1 a2d4 þ l nd3 þ l ð1þ nd5Þlþ a3d6 lnd7 þ l c4d8
2 a21  lnðnþ d1Þ nðnþ d3Þlþ a22 nðnþ d5Þlþ a23 nðnþ d7Þl c24
3 a1ða21 þ n2ðl 2Þ  nd1Þ a2ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd3  a22Þ a3ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd5  a23Þ ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd7 þ c24Þc4
4 a2ðd1a1  d2nÞ þ h2 a1ð1=12 d1 þ 1=6 nÞ a2ðd3a2  nd4Þ þ 1=12 h2a2ð2 nþ d3Þ ðd5a3  d6nÞa2 þ 1=12h2a3ðd5 þ 2nÞ ðd7c4 þ d8nÞa2  1=12h2c4ðd7 þ 2nÞA.6. Case 6: four real and four imaginary roots
The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ fa1;a2;ic3;ic4g are
given in Table A6.Table A6
The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ fa1;a2;ic3 ;ic4g.
r s
1 2 3 4
1 lþ lnd1 þ d2a1 a2d4 þ l nd3 þ l ð1þ nd5Þl c3d6 lnd7 þ l c4d8
2 a21  lnðnþ d1Þ nðnþ d3Þlþ a22 nðnþ d5Þl c23 nðnþ d7Þl c24
3 a1ða21 þ n2ðl 2Þ  nd1Þ a2ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd3  a22Þ ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd5 þ c23Þc3 ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd7 þ c24Þc4
4 a2ðd1a1  d2nÞ þ h2 a1ð1=12 d1 þ 1=6 nÞ a2ðd3a2  nd4Þ þ 1=12 h2a2ð2 nþ d3Þ ðd5c3  d6nÞa2  1=12h2c3ðd5 þ 2nÞ ðd7c4 þ d8nÞa2  1=12h2c4ðd7 þ 2nÞA.7. Case 7: two real and six imaginary roots
The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ fa1;ic2;ic3;ic4g are
given in Table A7.Table A7
The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ fa1;ic2 ;ic3;ic4g.
r s
1 2 3 4
1 lþ lnd1 þ d2a1 c2d4 þ l nd3 þ l ð1þ nd5Þl c3d6 lnd7 þ l c4d8
2 a21  lnðnþ d1Þ nðnþ d3Þlþ c22 nðnþ d5Þl c23 nðnþ d7Þl c24
3 a1ða21 þ n2ðl 2Þ  nd1Þ c2ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd3 þ c22Þ ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd5 þ c23Þc3 ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd7 þ c24Þc4
4 a2ðd1a1  d2nÞ þ h2 a1ð1=12 d1 þ 1=6 nÞ a2ðd3c2  nd4Þ  1=12 h2c2ð2 nþ d3Þ ðd5c3  d6nÞa2  1=12h2c3ðd5 þ 2nÞ ðd7c4 þ d8nÞa2  1=12h2c4ðd7 þ 2nÞ
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The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ fic1;ic2;ðp iqÞg are (see
Table A8):Table A8
The coefficients tr;s; in case ar ¼ fic1 ;ic2;ðp iqÞg.
r s
1 2 3 4
1 ð1þ nd1Þl c1d2 c2d4 þ l nd3 þ lnðnþ d3Þlþ c22 A ð1þ nd5Þlþ pd7  qd8 A nd6lþ pd8 þ qd7
B ðnd6lþ pd8 þ qd7Þ B ð1þ nd5Þlþ pd7  qd8
2 nðnþ d1Þl c21 c2ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd3 þ c22Þ A p2  q2  nðnþ d5Þl A 2pq nd6l
B nd6l 2pq B p2  q2  nðnþ d5Þl
3 c1ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd1 þ c21Þ c2d4 þ l nd3 þ lnðnþ d3Þlþ c22 A nðpd6 þ qd5Þ þ q3  ðl 2Þqn2  3p2q A nðpd5  qd6Þ þ 3pq2 þ ð2 lÞpn2  p3
B ðl 2Þpn2 þ nðqd6  pd5Þ  3pq2 þ p3 B nðpd6 þ qd5Þ þ q3  ðl 2Þqn2  3p2q
4 ðd1c1  d2nÞa2  1=12h2c1ðd1 þ 2nÞ c2ðð2 lÞn2 þ nd3 þ c22Þ A ðnd8  qd5  pd6Þa2þ
ð1=12 pd6 þ 1=12qd5 þ 1=6qnÞh2
A ðpd5  nd7  qd6Þa2þ
ð1=6 npþ 1=12 pd5  1=12qd6Þh2
B ðpd5  nd7  qd6Þa2þ
ð1=6 npþ 1=12 pd5  1=12qd6Þh2
B ð1=12 pd6 þ 1=12qd5 þ 1=6qnÞh2
ðnd8  qd5  pd6Þa2All the coefficients tr;s; as well as br, together with the sixteen
determinants can be found in Ref. [41].
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